previously published postulations regarding correlations between migratory distance leading to increased solar exposure and molt extent, confounding phylogenetic relationships must be considered (Pyle and Kayhart 2010). For example, two other species of Contopus (wood-pewee) found in North America (C. cooperi and C. virens) can replace primary coverts during the preformative molt (Pyle 1997, Burton 2002). Phylogenetic analysis is necessary to differentiate evolutionarily conserved from derived preformative molt extents among closely related species.
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A Well-traveled Goldfinch

On 2 Jul 2009, Stephen Davis caught and banded a female American Goldfinch (band number 2500-77446) at his MAPS station 2.5 km southwest of Craven, SK (coordinates 503-1045). The bird hatched in 2007 or earlier. Nothing unusual about this.

On 29 Jan 2011, however, slightly more than one and a half years later, this bird was captured by Vernon Kleen five miles (8 km) east of Murrayville, Morgan County, IL, as a “foreign retrap” (coordinates: 393-0900). The distance between this bird’s initial capture and subsequent recapture is approximately 1600 km (1000 mi).
American Goldfinches are known for being wanderers, with females typically traveling farther south in winter than males. The distances traveled by these fascinating birds are typically shorter than what our female undertook. Another example of such an impressive journey is that of a second-year male banded in March at Guelph, ON, and was recovered eight months later in Olla, LA, also a distance of approximately 1600 km. When our bird was first reported to the Bird Banding Lab, the Lab requested verification two times to be sure the number had been reported correctly. It is our pleasure to report that American Goldfinches may travel over 1600 km from their place of banding more often than we think.

Vernon Kleen, 1825 Clearview Drive
Springfield, IL 62704
Stephen Davis, Canadian Wildlife Service
Prairie and Northern Region
2365 Albert Street, Room 300
Regina, SK S4P 4K1
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